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Abstract 
Let S:= k[x,,: c E H] be a polynomial ring over the field k. For non-noetherian term 
orders there are essentially two ways to compute standard sets from a polynomial basis B of 
an ideal I c S. one based on Mora’s tangent cone algorithm, and another one using Lazard’s 
homogenization approach. The former applies (in its original version) only to inflimited term 
orders. 
Encouplingecart vector and term order we improve Mora’s algorithm. The presented version 
applies to arbitrary term orders. It may increase also the power of existing implementations 
adding a new range of freedom. 
Moreover, the presented generalization is the connecting bridge between Mora’s and 
Lazard’s approaches. The insight obtained this way leads to an essential simplification 
of the termination proof in [S]. the core of many results on standard bases. 
The algorithms are implemented in CALI [S], the author’s REDUCE package for 
commutative algebra. 
1. Introduction 
Let S: = k[x, : u E H] be a polynomial ring over the field k and m : = (.Y,., u E H) the 
defining ideal of the origin in Spec S. We are interested in local investigations of ideals 
and modules over S,. For these purposes S should be equipped with a non-noetherian 
term order. As GrGbner bases in the homogeneous case standard sets and bases (in S,) 
play an important role in computational aspects of such investigations. 
There are essentially two ways for computing standard sets from a polynomial basis 
B of an ideal I in S, one based on Mora’s tangent cone algorithm, see [S], and another 
one using Lazard’s homogenization approach, see [7]. 
The original tangent cone algorithm, although terminating theoretically for inf- 
limited term orders, may behave quite bad even for small zerodimensional examples. 
Since then several improvements were proposed and implemented in computer 
algebra systems like COCOA, AlPi or Singular. [lo] contains a good survey of the 
current state of art. 
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Meanwhile it is also (at least theoretically) possible, using a certain multi-ecart 
technique, to investigate non-inflimited term orders. But the ideas involved became 
more and more difficult and the latter one seems not to be implemented so far. 
On the other hand, Lazard’s homogenization approach can be applied to arbitrary 
term orders and may easily be implemented in a Grobner basis environment that 
allows homogenizations. Its main disadvantage is that often homogenized ideals do 
not reflect the local nature of the problem adequately enough. Moreover, the experts 
claim that this method is slower than the (improved) tangent cone approach. We come 
back to this question below. 
The aim of the present paper is the investigation of the connections between both 
methods. We show that Mora’s normal form algorithm has a natural interpretation in 
termini of homogenization with respect to the ecart. Encoupling ecart vector and term 
order one can apply the same ideas to arbitrary (not necessarily inflimited) term 
orders in a much easier (and unified) way. Using the notion of [9] it yields a termina- 
ting normal form algorithm in Lot(P) for urbitrary term orders. This version is 
implemented in the author’s REDUCE package CAL1 [S]. 
Moreover, this new freedom leads to an improvement of the standard set algo- 
rithms in the case when the underlying term order is essential for the investigations 
(e.g. computing Hilbert functions) and cannot be changed. These computations 
cannot be simulated along the state of art implemented, e.g. in [3]. 
The presented approach to Mora’s algorithm using homogenization techniques is 
at the same time a bridge connecting it to Lazard’s method. The insight obtained this 
way allows a great simplification for the proof of termination of Morals algorithm, the 
core of the argumentation in [9, VI]. 
We show that SimpStBasis in [lo] is a subcomputation of Lazard’s algorithm with 
respect to a special pair selection strategy. This explains the observed better perfor- 
mance of the former algorithm (at least for moderate examples). 
Computational experience shows that for standard basis computations the area 
between trivial and untractable examples is even more narrow than for Griibner basis 
computations. Moreover there is a couple of strategies to obtain best performance for 
different examples, see [lo] for a discussion of some of these aspects. Since, on the 
other hand, in contrast to the Grobner basis case, I found no widely accepted 
benchmark examples for standard basis computations in the literature, I conclude the 
paper with two examples to (at least) convince the reader that choosing the right ecart 
vector may also heavily influence the performance of the standard basis algorithm. 
The examples emphasize once more that it is always good to take the ecart vector 
making the investigated ideal close to be homogeneous, i.e. the variation of the ecart 
of the terms in each basis polynomial to be small. 
The second fact we observed is that Lazard’s approach, being slow for moderate 
examples, seems to cover a wider range of examples than the standard basis algorithm 
based on Mora’s approach. In the frame of our discussion this may depend on a turn 
from the advantage doing a subcomputation to the advantage of a better pair 
selection strategy. This phenomenon needs further study. 
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As usual all results presented below have an easy extension to finitely generated 
modules. These generalizations are implemented in CALI, too. For simplicity we 
restrict ourselves below to the case of polynomial ideals. 
As indicated above, with the results of the present paper the pure reverse lexi- 
cographic term order becomes a practical computational tool in local algebra. 
In a forthcoming paper we will give some algorithmic consequences of this new 
possibility. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let S : = k[x, : u E H] be the (commutative) polynomial ring in the variables xV, 
v E H, over the field k. A monomial will be either xa : = n x:” or a : = (u,) E NH. 
A monotone linear order, term order for short, on NH is an irreflexive, antisymmetric 
and transitive linear order satisfying the condition 
a<b e a+c<b+cforalla,b,c~N~. 
It is called injimited if for any u ENS and any chain ci > c2 > ... in NH there is an 
index i such that u > ci. 
Let t E(@‘)* be a weight vector. Such a weight vector induces a grading on NH and 
a partial order 
a < , b :o t(a) < t(b) for a, b ENS, 
the degree order associated with t. By [12] we know that every monotone linear order 
is an extension of such a degree order. If < is an extension of < f we say that < is 
supported by the weight vector t. 
Given such an order andf= Cc,xa ES we define 
in(f) := c,~x’~ with r0 = max {CI: c, # 0}, 
degf := Q, 
red(f) := f- in(f), 
in(B) := {in(f):f’EB} for any set B c S and 
V(y) := {YES: deg(f) < y} for y ENS. 
With these notations S = (S, NH, deg, S, in) is a canonical graded structure in the 
sense of [12]. A special role plays the multiplicative set 
U:={l +s:sESanddeg(s)<O}. 
If I c S is an ideal define 
C(Z) : = n (I + V(y)). 
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For inflimited term orders this ideal is the contraction of the completion I^ = 1. s^ back 
to S and coincides with U ’ InS (this becomes false for not inflimited term orders). 
A standurd set of I is a finite set B c I such that in(B) generates in (I). We assume the 
reader to be familiar with these ideas and notations, see [ 191 or [ 121. 
3. Homogenization and standard sets 
Let S be as above and t be another variable. Given M’ E(N:‘)*, the ecart tlector (not 
necessarily related to the term order on S), for .f= CC;.? ES with d = max (w(u): 
C, # 0) define 
the homogenization “’ : = 1 c, tdm w(o). Y, 
the w-ecart e,(d): = d - w(dey(,f)), 
for B = IfI, . . . ,,f;} the homogenization hB : = [ tfl, . . . , ‘rf;) 
and for F(t) ES[~] the dehomogenization “F := F(1). 
This yields applications 
h:S+S[t] and ‘:S[t]+S 
as in [ll]. 
Let S[t] be equipped with the following term order < ‘: 
tU. .Y’ < ’ t”. d’ : o u + w(r) < b + w( /?) or N + b\‘(x) = h + w(b) and x1 < x.B 
(the order H,( < ) in the notation of [9]). It is noetherian on the set of w-homogene- 
ous elements of S[t]. 
3. I. w-standard sets 
Let us explain Lazard’s homogenization technique in more detail since it is the 
starting point for our generalizations below. For details and proofs we refer, e.g. to 
19, VII]. 
Define HR(,f, B), the homogeneous reduction procedure, by 
HR(,f, B) : = “NF(y hB), 
where NF is an arbitrary normal form algorithm on S[t]. A finite set B c S will be 
a w-standurd set iff hB is a standard set (and hence by noetherianity a standard basis) 
in S[t]. 
w-standard sets are standard sets by [1 1, 3.9). The following algorithm computes 
them in a finite number of steps: 
w-standard set algorithm (H) 
Input: A finite set B = ifI, . J;) c S. 
Output: A w-standard set for the ideal generated by B. 
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Local: The pair list P. 
P : = Pairs of element from B. C : = hB. 
While P # 8 do 
Choosep=(i,j)EP. P:=P-{p}. 
If hs(p) is the S-polynomial of !L and “‘j set h := h”NF(hs(p), C). 
If h # 0 update P and C in the usual way. 
return “C. 
The algorithm can be improved with appropriate pair criteria in the usual way. Let 
us remark that it implies an easy generalization of the semialgebraic ideal membership 
test given in [l] to arbitrary term orders. Recall from [l] the following algorithm: 
Algorithm NFM(J; B) (normal form by minimal w-ecart) 
Input: ,f E S, a finite set B c S. 
Output: A polynomial f with .f = 0 or in( f’) $ (in(B)) if NFM terminates. 
Whilef# 0 and M := (y EB: in(q)lin(f)} #8 do 
Choose q EM with smallest w-ecart. 
.f:=.f- WY/W) Y 
return ,f 
Proposition 1. Let I c S he an ideal and B a w-standard set qf I. Then ,f E I iff NFM 
terminates wlith zero. 
Proof.f’EZ e ff Ehl=hB:tnforsomen20 o NF(tn.%hg=O). 0 
3.2. The generalized tangent cone algorithm 
Mora’s normal form algorithm [S] assumes a tight relationship between ecart 
vector and term order. This restriction implies that it may be applied only to inflimited 
term orders. Moreover, for tangent cone investigations as, e.g. Hilbert series computa- 
tion one has to choose a term order supported by a weight vector with all weights 
equal to - 1. This determines in the classical algorithm the ecart vector completely. 
Below we refer to those term orders as tangent cone orders. 
In this section we show that the restrictions on the ecart vector may be weakened. 
Encoupling ecart vector and term order we obtain an essential generalization of 
Mora’s normal form algorithm that applies to urhitrury (not necessarily inflimited) 
term orders. 
Consider the following algorithm: 
RME (f; B) - reduction by minimal w-ecart 
Input: A polynomialf ES, a finite set B c S. 
Output: A polynomial h E S and a unit u E U with h G u .f (mod (B)) and 
either h = 0 or in (h) not divisible by any in(g), ~1 E B. 
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Local: A list L of simplifier-unit/zero pairs, updated during the algorithm. 
L := ((9, u, := 0): g EB}, h:=f, r&:= 1. 
While h # 0 and M: = {g EL: in(g)lin(h)) # 8 do 
(1) Choose g E M with smallest w-ecart. 
(2) h’ : = h - m g with m: = in(h)/in(g). 
(3) If e,,,(h) < e,(g) then L:= Lu((h, ah)). 
(4) Set h : = h’, u,, : = uh - m uy . 
Return (h, u,,). 
Theorem 1. RME(f, B) terminates with a pair (h, u), h ES, u E U with u .f = h (mod(B)). 
Proof. Since for ug # 0 we have degm < 0 we have only to prove the termination of 
RME. By Dickson’s lemma L may increase only in a finite number of steps (3) since the 
ideal generated by ~II(~L) increases, too. But with fixed L only finitely many reduction 
steps are possible since any reduction of h by L corresponds to a reduction of hh by 
hL. 0 
As an immediate corollary we obtain the main result of [9, VII], since it now may 
be proved as [9, VI.2.7.1: 
Corollary 1. Let < be an arbitrary term order and I c S an ideal. Then a standard set 
of I w.r.t < is a standard basis of U ~' I in U ~’ S w.r.t. (the natural extension of) < . 
These results have an obvious generalization in the language of graded structures 
along the lines of [9, VI] that will not be formulated here. 
Using this generalized reduction procedure one can easily adopt the algorithms of 
[lo] to compute standard sets with respect o arbitrary term orders. One of them is 
The standard set algorithm (G) with global simplifier list 
Input: A finite set B c S. 
Output: A standard set for the ideal generated by B. 
Local: The simplifier list L, the pair list P. 
P: = Pairs of elements from B, L: = B. 
While P # 8 do 
Choose p E P. P: = P\ {p}. 
Compute h = s(p), the corresponding S-polynomial. 
While h # 0 and M: = {g EL: in(g) 1 in(h)) # 8 do 
Choose g EM with smallest w-ecart. 
h’ : = h - in(h)/in(g) g. 
If e,,,(h) < eW(g) then L := Lu{h}. 
h := h’. 
If h # 0 then update P and B in the usual way. 
Return B. 
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In [lo] for inflimited term orders with negative weights best results were reported 
from (L), the lazy version of (G). It queues up by decreasing leading terms the 
polynomials to be processed and does reductions step by step on the client with 
maximal leading term. See [lo] for details. One may combine our method with the 
lazy strategy to increase the performance of(L) by choosing a better ecart vector than 
the standard one. Below we illustrate by mean of two examples the speed-up that may 
be obtained from such a freedom of choice. 
Here we concentrate on (G) since it is the connecting bridge between Mora’s and 
Lazard’s approaches: A reduction step in (G) with e,,,(g) I e,(h) corresponds to 
a reduction step in (H). On the other hand, for a reduction step in (G) with 
e,(g) > e,(h) there is no more reduction possible in (H) and hh has to be added to C. 
But since the reduction step h’ = h - my corresponds to the S-polynomial computa- 
tion hs((g, h)) in (H) we conclude that (G) is a subcomputation of (H) according to 
a special pair selection strategy, selecting these pairs first and delaying other pairs with 
h up to the end. Indeed, h is added to the simplifier list in (G) as “h to the base list in 
(H). Moreover, assume later there is a polynomial p to be added to the standard basis in 
(G). If the pair (hi, “p) is discarded in (H) since lt(hh) divides /cm(lt(“c), /I) then (c, p) is 
discarded in (G) since It(g) divides Icm(lt(c), It(p)). Hence the set of pairs to be processed in 
(G) is a subset of the pairs to be processed in (H). We proved the following. 
Proposition 2. (G) is a subcomputation of(H) with respect to a special pair selection 
strategy (and the usual critical pair criteria). 
Since the pair selection strategy heavily influences the computational performance 
of a Grobner computation, one can imagine that the advantage of performing 
a subcomputation may be compensated for a better pair selection strategy and (H) 
becomes superior to (G) for large examples. It needs further investigation to confirm 
whether good general Grobner basis heuristics as, e.g., the sugar idea give best 
performance also in this special situation. 
On the other hand, it may be convenient to delay a further reduction of an 
S-polynomial in (G) to mimick (H) with a better pair selection strategy. So does (L) 
that becomes close to (H) with the sugar strategy interweaving the reduction and the 
pair selection part. Following up this idea with greater consequence we obtain the 
revised lazy algorithm (RL): Queue up S-polynomials by their ecart as in the sugar 
strategy and polynomials to be reduced by the ecart of the best possible interreduction 
and not by their leading term. Sample computations suggest that it is as good as (L). 
4. Three examples 
The encoupled ecart vector method, discussed in this paper, may be combined with 
all known improvements of the original tangent cone algorithm, as explained in [lo], 
adding a new range of freedom for “strategic discussions”. 
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Table I 
Sample computations on Example I 
Ecart (W 
Time BL 
(G) 
Time SL 
(L) 
Time SL 
(RL) 
Time SL 
(10.3.1) 100 9 105 12 140 14 140 14 
(3.2.1) 280 17 1346 34 235 23 240 23 
(2.1.1) 540 21 4470 80 190 20 250 28 
(l.l.ly 700 19 285 21 170 17 220 17 
a This corresponds to the standard set computation in CoCoA. 
It needs serious further investigations to find best combinations of possible strat- 
egies for different classes of examples that are certainly beyond the scope of this paper. 
Instead we conclude with two examples to convince the reader that encoupling the 
ecart vector leads not only to an extension of the standard basis algorithm do not 
necessarily inflimited term orders but may also seriously speed up the computations 
for the “classical” tangent cone order. A third example is devoted to computations 
using noninflimited term orders in an essential way. Other such applications will be 
discussed in more detail in a forthcoming paper. 
All computations referred to below were executed on an HP 3000/345 with the 
author’s REDUCE package CALI, [S], with modular coefficients. We follow closely 
the algorithms reported in [lo] to have best performance, varying only the ecart 
vector. (H) is Lazard’s appraoch, (G) SimpStBasis, and (L) the lazy version, discussed 
in [lo]. For (RL), the revised lazy version, see the end of Section 3 above. The time 
indicated in the tables is the CPU-time in ms as reported from the system, BL resp. SL 
is the final length of the base resp. simplifier list produced during the corresponding 
algorithm. 
Example 1. S = k[x, y, z],,, with the tangent cone order breaking ties with the 
lexicographic order with respect to x < I’ < z and the ideal 
B : = { .y2 - 210 - 220, XL,3 - ,710 - 230, ye - .q$z10}. 
This example is zero dimensional at the origin and “easy”, although we did not use 
the early termination test [lo]. Nevertheless, we see that computing times depend 
heavily on the ecart vector (Table 1). 
Example 2. S = k[x, y, z, vv],,, with the tangent cone order breaking ties with the 
lexicographic order with respect to x < y < z < JV and the ideal 
B := rx2 _z~o_z~o i , _w2,3 _ z10 _ z30, 9 - _xy3w40), 
This example is one dimensional at the origin and our version of COCOA 1.5, 131, 
was unable to get its standard basis. While the result comes out just after a moment 
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Table 2 
Sample computations on Example 2 
Ecart (W (G) (14 (RL) 
Time BL Time SI. Tlmc SL Time SL 
(40.12.4. I) 325 10 80 9 IO0 9 90 9 
(8.5.2. I) 4940 48 230 25 200 22 220 22 
(4.2.1.1) 12250 51 5100 33 1500 39 1900 32 
(2.2.1.1) 19600 63 3300 x0 9x0 36 1200 34 
(2.1.1.1) > 500000 > 500000 72 000 195 16 000 197 
(1.1.1.1)’ 325 000 78 > 500000 > 500 000 > 5oooG+l 
with an ecart vector, that makes B close to be homogeneous, the row corresponding 
to the classical ecart shows, that the problem in the original setting is indeed hard 
(Table 2). 
Let us remark that these two examples are some extremal ones. For example, the 
same ideals but breaking ties with the reverse lexicographic term order behave 
moderater. 
We conclude with an easy application to local elimination theory that uses intrinsi- 
cally a not inflimited term order. It rests on the computation of idea1 intersections 
through elimination, see e.g. [4] for the case of noetheriall term orders. This algorithlll 
completely transfers to the local ring S,, see [S]. 
Example 3. Compute the intersection 
in S = k[x, y, z],,,. 
Preprocessing each of the ideals “by hand” we conclude, that the answer will be (sx. 
XZ, J’z). Computing the intersection first in S (through a noetherian term order) 
produces an ideal of degree 12 with 9 superfluous components not passing through 
the origin. 
In local computations substitutions for nonIeading terms are forbidden, hence the 
“by hand” trick (substituting _V -+ x 2 in x - ,$) may not be applied for the tangent 
cone order itself. Hence we have to choose a more “clever” term order to attack the 
problem. Taking, e.g., a term order supported by the weight vector ( - 8 - 3 - 1) 
CAL1 yields after moment an ideal generated by three elements. Unfortunately, the 
algorithm does not cancel all factors belonging to U. Postprocessing the ideal using 
a factorizer eliminates these factors and yields the desired result. Denote that the 
intermediate term order to solve the elimination problem in the ideal intersection 
computation is not inflimited. 
This example can be embedded into a formal family 
I, : = (x - J’* - f, J’ - .x2 - tfn(.u - 2 - t, z - x2 - t)f-Q - z2 - t, z - y2 - t) 
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in k Ct, x, Y, zlm, c k LItI Cx, Y, zlm with a “small” parameter t. As ideal in S, it is 
equivalent to the intersection 
I = (x - e(x)t,y - e(y)t)n(x - e(x)t, z - e(z)t)n(y - e(y)t, z - e(z)t) 
with 
e(x) = 
l+t 
1 - 2xt - x3 . 
This is a (trivial) ideal intersection problem with non polynomial generators. 
To study this problem in the spirit of [9] we should use a noninflimited term order 
with first weight vector ( - 1 0 0 0), refined with another local order. It becomes 
unexpected hard to guess a “clever” second weight vector for this more general 
example. Best performance we obtained with the pure reuerse lexicographic term order 
with respect to t < x < y < z being the ultima ratio of clever term orders in the sense 
indicated above. 
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